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TEAM BUILDING MODULES
"There is one thing stronger than all the armies in
the world, and that is an idea whose time has come."

"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is
progress, and working together is success.”

Victor Hugo

Henry Ford

“CLASSIC”
Team

Building

TREASURE HUNT
A three hours escapade in
the nature, in search for a
Treasure.
On the way of finding the
mysterious secret, in tight
competition and rush, the
teams will follow a route,
finding hints and solving
riddles.

sessions

consisting in a sequence of
outdoor exercises focused on
the objectives regarding team
development and participants
skills.

MURDER MYSTERY

SPECIAL MISSION

Acting

as

different

characters, disguised

and

following

the

a

script,

participants have to solve the
crime

occurred

during

the

Lord Stenton’s party…

What if we’ll have a weekend adventure, out of the
daily
life
(composed
by
computers, rush, buildings,
horns, traffic lights and
stress) ? Hereby we can land
in a full action story ...

ORIENTATION

“SURVIVAL” (DANUBE DELTA)

Tracking a route, having
just a map and a compass,
following an unmarked road
(4-5 Km). On top of that, the
teams

have

to

accomplish

different tasks ...

The team are stranded on a
deserted island where they
have to manage the survival …
Initially,
they
have
different kind of tools and
resources in order to be able
to pass the challenges …

WINTER

ADRENALIN

The cold season, with
Christmas celebration and the
beginning of the new year is
also the right time for the
activities focused on team
development,
through
specially developed modules to
ensure
the
participants
comfort.

Team

Building

including

special

sessions
exercises,

where the participants have
the possibility to face their
own limits: flying fox, rappel,
escalade,

rafting,

ATV,

mountain bike, caving …

OUR MAIN CUSTOMERS
A&D PHARMA

DANONE

ORANGE

ROMPETROL

AMWAY

FARMEXIM

PAGINI AURII

ROMSTAL

AVIVA

FINANSBANK

PEPSI

ROMTELECOM

AUTOMOBILE BAVARIA

ING

PFIZER

SENSIBLU

BRD

INTERBREW

PHILIPS

SICOMED

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO

KRAFT FOODS

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

TOTALSOFT

CITIBANK

LAFARGE ROMCIM

PRIMA TV

UPC

DACIA RENAULT

ORACLE

RAIFFEISEN BANK

VOLVO

We remain at you disposal for a detailed presentation of the modules and for any other information:
Phone: 0742 062 187
Email: florin.popa@teamzone.ro
Website: www.teamzone.ro

